The APC E1317Q and I1307K polymorphisms in non-colorectal cancers.
Mutation of the adenomatous polyposis coli (APC) gene is an important initiating factor in the early stages of the multi-step colorectal cancer (CRC) carcinogenesis. APC E1317Q and I1307K variants have been linked to CRC. The aim of this study was to examine the association of these variants with non-colorectal cancers. Mutation screening was performed using real-time PCR. The APC E1317Q variant was detected in 1.25% individuals undergoing testing. Among 2076 patients that were analyzed for this mutation, 404 had cancer outside of the colon. None of the non-colorectal cancer patients was a carrier of the E1317Q polymorphism. The I1307K variant was found in 32 subjects with non-CRC (7.9%). We conclude herein that the E1317Q gene variant in the APC gene is not found in cancers outside of the colon. The prevalence of the more common I1307K variant is similar to that of CRC.